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Abstract
The tori around active galactic nuclei (AGN) are potential formation sites for
large amounts of dust, and they may help resolve the so-called dust budget
crisis at high redshift. We investigate the dust composition in 53 of the 87
Palomar Green (PG) quasars showing the 9.7 µm silicate feature in emission.
By simultaneously fitting the mid-infrared spectroscopic features and the un-
derlying continuum, we estimate the mass fraction in various amorphous and
crystalline dust species. We find that the dust consists predominantly of alu-
mina and amorphous silicates, with a small fraction in crystalline form. The
mean crystallinity is 8±6%, with more than half of the crystallinities greater
than 5%, well above the upper limit determined for the Galaxy. Higher values of
crystallinity are found for higher oxide fractions and for more luminous sources.
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1. Dust formation in active galactic nuclei
The observational appearance of quasars, particulary the obscuration of the
central source, has been explained by the Unified Model, which invokes the pres-
ence of a dusty torus (e.g. Antonucci, 1993; Bianchi et al., 2012; Netzer, 2015;
Mason, 2015). Although initially envisioned as a static entity, the torus is now
thought to be dynamic, and represents either an infalling gas (Hopkins et al.,
2012) or an outflow of gas (e.g., Ko¨nigl and Kartje, 1994; Elitzur and Shlosman,
2006; Keating et al., 2012) with dust embedded in it. Silicates were proposed as
the main constituent of this dust (Stenholm, 1994). Increasingly sophisticated
radiative transfer models of the dusty tori predicted the appearance of both sili-
cate absorption and emission, depending on the viewing angle (Pier and Krolik,
1992; Nenkova et al., 2002; van Bemmel and Dullemond, 2003; Ho¨nig et al.,
2006; Fritz et al., 2006; Stalevski et al., 2012), although initially only silicate
absorption features were observed, indicative of a near edge-on viewing angle.
The detection of silicate emission in active galactic nuclei (AGNs) is considered
evidence for the unified model (Siebenmorgen et al., 2005; Hao et al., 2005;
Sturm et al., 2005). In addition to the presence of silicates, other minerals have
been predicted to condense as well, analogous to the dust formation sequence in
evolved stars (Elvis et al., 2002). In principle, the exact condensation sequence,
which can be probed by determining the dust composition, reveals information
about the physical conditions in the dust forming (or processing) environments.
Nevertheless, most infrared spectroscopic studies have focussed on measuring
the optical depth in the silicate emission or absorption feature, using it as a
proxy for the column density along the line-of-sight (e.g Shi et al., 2006; Hao
et al., 2007; Sales et al., 2011; Hatziminaoglou et al., 2015). Some studies have
even spatially explored variations in the column density, with particular empha-
sis on the nearby AGN NGC 1068 (e.g. Rhee and Larkin, 2006; Mason et al.,
2006; Poncelet et al., 2006; Lo´pez-Gonzaga et al., 2014; Alonso-Herrero et al.,
2016; Lopez-Rodriguez et al., 2016), using standard astronomical silicate opac-
ities such as those published by Draine and Li (2007). While it was already
reported by Sturm et al. (2005) that the silicates seen towards quasars differ
from the Galactic interstellar silicates observed toward the Galactic Centre (e.g.,
Kemper et al., 2004), only a handful studies have since attempted to explain
the difference in spectral appearance in a relatively small number of objects,
using a different dust composition (Jaffe et al., 2004; Markwick-Kemper et al.,
2007; Ko¨hler and Li, 2010), variations in the silicate mineralogy (Xie et al.,
2014, 2015), different grain properties (Li et al., 2008; Smith et al., 2010) or
optical depth effects (Nikutta et al., 2009). In this paper, we present the first
results of a systematic study of AGN dust mineralogy by fitting the mid-infrared
spectrum of a sample of Palomar Green (PG) quasars showing silicate emission
following the method described by Markwick-Kemper et al. (2007), and trying
to correlate the results with the physical properties of the AGN. We describe our
sample selection in Section 2, and our model and fitting procedure in Section 3.
We show our results in Section 4 and discuss the implications of these results in
Section 5.
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2. Sample selection
We derive our sample from the 87 nearby (z ≤ 0.5) optically selected lu-
minous broad-line QSOs in the Palomar Bright Quasar Survey (BQS) Catalog
(Schmidt and Green, 1983, hereafter, the Palomar-Green or PG sample). These
low-redshift objects were famously studied by Boroson and Green (1992), com-
bining data at X-ray, optical, and radio wavelengths. More recently, the mid-
infrared spectroscopic features of these objects (in particular, the strength of the
9.7 µm silicate emission) were studied by Shi et al. (2006) and Hatziminaoglou
et al. (2015). Shi et al. (2014) obtained Spitzer photometry and spectroscopy for
the entire PG sample. Petric et al. (2015) combined near-, mid-, and far-infrared
information and computed the rest-frame luminosity and cold dust content for
85 of these 87 quasars.
Inclusion in the sample discussed by Petric et al. (2015) ensures a Herschel
PACS 70 µm photometric measurement, which is essential to estimate the con-
tinuum emission longward of the 18 µm feature. Shi et al. (2014) also provide
MIPS 70 µm photometry which can be used for the same purpose. By carefully
re-reducing the Petric et al. (2015) Herschel data, Shangguan et al. (in prep.)
derive lower 70 µm fluxes (15% lower on average). In this paper, we use the
Shangguan et al. determinations for the 85 PG quasars studied by Petric et al.
(2015). For the two remaining objects, we use the MIPS 70 data from Shi et al.
(2014). This is reasonable, as the MIPS fluxes are in general agreement with
the PACS values.
For each source in the PG sample, we obtained archival spectra from the
Combined Atlas of Sources with Spitzer IRS Spectra1 (CASSIS; Lebouteiller
et al., 2011, 2015). For each source, we collect all available low-resolution spec-
tra from the CASSIS database. If more than one observation exists for each
module (short-low, 5-14 µm, and long-low, 14-40 µm), we average these obser-
vations. We then account for any mismatch between the short-low and long-low
modules by scaling the former to the latter. Finally, we scale the synthetic
photometry in the MIPS 24 band computed for each spectrum to the MIPS 24
flux as measured by Shi et al. (2014).
The spectra show a great variety in appearance, and many of them were in-
cluded in the Spitzer Quasar and ULIRG Evolution Study (QUEST; Schweitzer
et al., 2006; Netzer et al., 2007; Veilleux et al., 2009), where their spectral fea-
tures and long-wavelength emission were discussed in detail. We briefly descibe
some common properties of the spectra here. Many of the spectra show emission
features due to polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs) at rest wavelengths
of 6.2, 7.7, 8.6, 11.2, and 12.7 µm, probably associated with star formation ac-
tivity in the host galaxy. Furthermore, the H2 S(3) 9.65 µm line can often be
1http://cassis.sirtf.com
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seen, as well as atomic emission lines related to starburst activity, in the form
of [Arii] 6.986 µm, [Neii] 12.81 µm, and [Neiii] 15.56 µm lines. The spectra also
feature some high ionization-potential lines typically found in AGN, such as the
10.51 µm [Siiv], the [Nev] 14.32 µm and the [Ov] 25.89 µm lines. The dust
emission spectrum shows a range of appearances of the solid state features. The
amorphous silicate features at ∼10 and 18 µm are evident, and many spectra
also show evidence of crystalline silicate as relatively narrow features at ∼19,
23, and 27.5 µm.
We removed PG 1352+182 from our sample, as its spectrum was too noisy
and its short-low spectrum was too faint compared to the long-low one. For
the remaining sources, we collect the relevant physical parameters from the
literature. We use the redshifts determined by Boroson and Green (1992) to
shift the wavelengths to the rest frame. In addition, we also collect the absolute
B magnitude from the BQS paper (Schmidt and Green, 1983). The PG sample
is one of the most thoroughly explored AGN/QSO datasets. AGN luminosities
and black hole masses for the sample have been systematically explored by many
authors (Baskin and Laor, 2005; Vestergaard and Peterson, 2006; Ge et al.,
2016). We use the values from Ge et al. (2016) for the host-corrected black hole
mass and accretion rate. The properties of our sample are summarised in Table
1.
Table 1: The sample studied in this paper. The PG name and SIMBAD name are shown in
the first two columns, followed by the positions. The redshifts are from Boroson and Green
(1992). Absolute B magnitudes are taken from Schmidt and Green (1983). The last two
columns are the host-corrected black hole masses and Eddington ratios from Ge et al. (2016).
Table 1 is published in its entirety in machine-readable format. The first five rows are shown
here for guidance regarding its form and content.
PG name SIMBAD RA Dec z MB,abs
McorrBH
M
Lbol
LEdd
(log) (log)
0003+158 PG 0003+158 0 5 59.24 16 9 49.0 0.451 –26.38 9.27 –0.388
0003+199 MRK 0335 0 6 19.58 20 12 10.6 0.0260 –22.14 7.15 –0.566
0007+106 MRK 1501 0 10 31.01 10 58 29.5 0.0890 –22.56 8.69 –1.09
0026+129 PG 0026+129 0 29 13.70 13 16 3.89 0.142 –24.76 8.59 –0.818
0043+039 PG 0043+039 0 45 47.23 4 10 23.4 0.385 –26.09 9.13 –0.722
3. Analysis
In our earlier work (Markwick-Kemper et al., 2007), we developed a miner-
alogy model to determine the dust composition. In that paper, the continuum
was computed using a spline fit, and the continuum-subtracted spectrum was
modeled as a linear combination of a number of dust species. We modify this
procedure by assuming a power-law continuum in the mid-infrared range. This
parametric form allows us to quantify our treatment of the continuum, and these
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parameters can be solved for simultaneously with those for the dust features.
These simplifications to the physics allow us to focus on the details of the dust
mineralogy in this work. By assuming that the carriers of the feature and the
continuum have the same temperature, we are able to decouple the mineral-
ogy from the overall continuum in the form of a continuum-divided spectrum,
reducing the number of free parameters in the problem. Our assumptions are
valid since the medium is entirely optically thin at the relevant wavelengths.
The mid-infrared spectrum is modeled as a linear combination of a number
of dust species overlaid onto a power-law continuum with spectral index α:
Fν,mod = Aλ
α
1 + N∑
j=1
cjQν,j
 , (1)
with N the total number of dust species considered, and Qν,j and cj the
(continuum-subtracted) absorption efficiency and relative number of dust grains
of the jth species respectively. In this work, we fit the spectra using a combi-
nation of amorphous and crystalline dust species, as well as interstellar PAHs.
According to the classical O–rich dust condensation (Tielens, 1990; Lodders and
Fegley, 1999; Gail and Sedlmayr, 1999), we expect the formation of refractory
oxides (alumina, periclase) at higher temperatures, followed by forsterite and
eventually olivine, as the Mg and Si condense into silicates with lowering tem-
perature and increased density. In this study, we fit the mid-IR spectra using
the oxides alumina and periclase, olivine and magnesium-rich olivine for amor-
phous silicates, and forsterite and clinoenstatite for crystalline silicates. We
used the average interstellar PAH profile derived by Hony et al. (2001) to fit
the PAH emission2. The details of the dust species are shown in Table 2. Each
species is assumed to consist of a continuous distribution of ellipsoids (CDE,
Bohren and Huffman 1983) of fixed volume, corresponding to a radius of 0.1
µm for spherical grains. In each case, we compute the continuum-subtracted
absorption efficiency Qν using a robust polynomial fit to the continuum under
the features, using wavelengths in the 4–8 µm range and the 35–50 µm range.
Figure 1 shows an example using the absorption efficiency for corundum com-
puted from the optical constants of Begemann et al. (1997).
We use the robust non-linear least squares curve fitting routine MPFIT (Mark-
wardt, 2009) in IDL to compute the best-fit to each spectrum. We fit the model
given by Equation 1 between the wavelengths 8 and 35 µm, constraining the
continuum beyond the IRS spectrum using the Herschel PACS (or MIPS 70) µm
photometery where available. Due to the robust nature of the MPFIT routine,
the best fit is not affected by sharp atomic features that are neither accounted
for in the model, nor blocked in the data. We use the densities (Table 2) to
convert the best-fit weights into mass fractions for each grain species. We also
2A more detailed treatment of the PAH features is beyond the scope of this paper.
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Figure 1: The absorption efficiency Qν for corundum, with a robust polynomial fit (dashed
line) to represent the underlying continuum, which is be used to compute the continuum-
subtracted Qν (inset).
compute the crystalline fraction, defined as the ratio of the mass fraction in
crystalline silicates (forsterite + enstatite) to the total mass fraction in silicates
(crystalline + amorphous).
4. Results: the mineralogy of quasars in the PG sample
We find good overall agreement between the best-fit models and the spectra
– the fits are typically robust against noisy parts of the spectrum, reproduc-
ing the global features. Figures 2–5 show some examples of our fit results. In
each figure we show the total fit, the continuum-subtracted fit, and the crys-
talline component fit compared to the residual spectrum after all amorphous
model components have been subtracted. Figures 2–5 are examples of good
overall fits to spectra showing that, in general, the dust in the PG sample is
composed mostly of amorphous oxides and silicates, with a small fraction of
crystalline silicates. While the overall nature of the spectrum is modelled well,
the contributions from the individual dust species are unable to reproduce the
correct shape of the silicate features. There are three sources which give rise to
these disagreements. In some cases, the continuum is not accurately estimated.
This is especially the case with spectra showing very weak silicate emission – an
overestimate of the continuum sometimes also results in an underestimate of the
silicate fraction in the dust. An example is shown in Figure 6, which shows the
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Table 2: Details of the dust species used in this study. For each grain species, we compute
the Q values assuming CDE with a volume corresponding to a spherical grain of 0.1 µm. The
PAH emission is fit with an average interstellar profile. The material densities are taken from
Klein and Dutrow (2008).
Species Grain density Optical constants
(g cm−3)
Amorphous
Corundum 4.02 Begemann et al. (1997)
Periclase 3.56 Hofmeister et al. (2003)
Olivine 3.79 Dorschner et al. (1995)
Mg-rich olivine 3.22 Ja¨ger et al. (2003)
Crystalline
Forsterite 3.2 Jaeger et al. (1998)
Clinoenstatite 3.28 Jaeger et al. (1998)
PAHs – Hony et al. (2001)
Table 3: Best-fit abundance fractions for each dust species for the first five sources in our
sample. The first five rows are shown here for guidance regarding its form and content. The
entire table, including the uncertainties in the parameters, is published in machine-readable
format.
PG name Mass fractions (%) Crys. Comment
Al2O3 MgO Olivine Mg-rich Forsterite Clino- (%)
olivine enstatite
0003+158 46.4 8.29 41.2 0.00 2.53 1.53 8.95 S/N < 20
0003+199 68.1 0.00 30.0 0.00 1.85 0.00 5.81 –
0007+106 0.00 39.5 59.7 0.00 0.794 0.00 1.31 –
0026+129 43.0 18.7 35.8 0.00 2.49 0.00 6.49 –
0043+039 32.3 10.8 18.8 27.5 4.43 6.19 18.6 S/N < 20
fit to PG 0157+001. The continuum-subtracted spectrum displays strong PAH
emission with weak silicate features that are not reproduced well by the fit. An-
other reason is that the amorphous components are not able to account for the
full range of broad features in the spectra. This can be reconciled by consider-
ing a larger range of grain properties. In this paper, the amorphous component
is represented by the combination of corundum, periclase, and olivines with a
fixed set of dust properties – CDE grains with fixed volume corresponding to
0.1 µm spheres. Exploring the change in the shape of the broad features by
varying these dust properties can help improve the fit to these data. We are
improving our model treatment by exploring these dust parameters. Finally,
many of the spectra have low signal-to-noise, which affects the best-fit estimate.
We do not consider spectra with median S/N less than 20 (23 objects) in the
subsequent discussion. We also exclude PG 1126–041, which has a very noisy
short-low spectrum, and nine other sources featuring PAH-dominated spectra
and/or continuum over-subtraction leading to large overestimates for the crys-
tallinity, leaving 53 sources. The comments column in Table 3 identifies all
sources that are excluded from further discussion.
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We convert the best-fit relative weights of the amorphous and crystalline
dust components into mass fractions using the densities from Table 2. These
mass fractions are available in Table 3. In addition, we compute the mass frac-
tion of silicates in crystalline form by dividing the mass fraction of forsterite and
clinoenstatite by the total mass fraction in amorphous and crystalline silicates.
This crystallinity is also shown in the table, and it can be used to investigate
how the dust formation or processing in the dusty regions around AGN differs
from that in other environments.
Figure 7 summarises our results for the 53 quasars with high S/N spectra in
the form of a box-whisker plot for the relative mass fractions of these dust com-
ponents, as well as the crystallinity. The box width is the interquartile range,
enclosing 50% of the central values, with the median marked as a thick horizon-
tal line. The whiskers extend out to 1.5 times the quartile in each direction. For
each species, the mean value is also shown as a red diamond. We find that the
dust in dominated by corundum and olivine (mean mass fractions of 46±6 and
31±11 % respectively), followed by Mg-rich olivine and periclase (11±9 % and
9±1 %). The much lower abundance of Mg-rich olivine implies a non-negligible
iron content in silicates. We find a mean crystallinity of 8±6 % (range: 0–29%)
for our sample. While this is a small fraction of the total silicate dust mass, it
is still higher than the crystallinity reported for the local interstellar medium
(ISM) by Kemper et al. (2004) (see also Li and Draine, 2001; Li et al., 2007).
We will discuss this result in the next section.
5. Discussion
The broader shape and redder peak position of the 9.7 µm silicate emission
feature in AGN compared to Galactic sources has been attributed to a dif-
ference in dust properties – either in shape, composition (Siebenmorgen et al.,
2005; Hao et al., 2005; Sturm et al., 2005), or geometry of distribution (Nenkova
et al., 2002; Nikutta et al., 2009). Our finding that the mean crystallinity in the
PG sample of quasars is higher than the upper limit derived for the local ISM
supports this scenario. Our results are consistent with the classical dust con-
densation sequence. If the dust is distributed in clumps (e.g., Pier and Krolik,
1992; Nenkova et al., 2002), the high abundance of alumina derived in this study
might indicate that the dust condensation sequence is unable to proceed to the
formation of large amounts of silicates, perhaps due to the clumps not being
dense enough (“freeze out”; e.g., Tielens, 1990). Moreover, Figure 8 shows that
the crystallinity is in general higher for oxide-dominated dust (mass fraction >
50%, the median value for corundum; see Figure 7). Decreasing oxide fractions
indicate advancing stages along the dust condensation sequence; the absence
of pronounced crystallinity at very low oxide fractions might indicate the most
advanced stage of the sequence, where a large amount of the dust has been
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Figure 2: Comparison of the IRS spectrum for PG 0052+251 (black) with the best-fit model for
the source. Each panel shows the full model (thick red) as well as the indivudual components
(corundum: solid red, periclase: dashed red, olivine: solid blue, Mg-rich olivine: dashed blue,
forsterite: solid brown, clinoenstatite: dashed brown, PAH: cyan), depending on their fit
weights. Top: original spectrum; Middle: continuum-subtracted; Bottom: Residual spectrum
after all amorphous components and PAHs are subtracted, fit with the crystalline component
(brown). The fit result for this spectrum shows that it is composed mostly of oxides and
amorphous silicates, with some PAH emission.
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Figure 3: Fit results for PG 1011–040, showing mostly amorphous components, with perhaps
a small amount of forsterite. Symbols same as in Figure 2.
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Figure 4: Fit results for PG 1351+640. The very good quality spectrum also has a very good
quality overall fit, with olivine dominating the fit. Symbols same as in Figure 2.
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Figure 5: Fit results for PG 1501+106, implying a large oxide fraction. Symbols same as in
Figure 2.
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Figure 6: Fit results for PG 0157+001. Symbols same as in Figure 2. In this case, continuum
over-subtraction results in an underestimate of the (already low) silicate contribution. The
subtracted spectrum is dominated by PAHs.
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Figure 7: Mass fractions of various dust species for the sample of 53 quasars studied. The
boxes indicate the interquartile range, with the thick horizontal line marking the median value,
and the diamonds the mean value. The whiskers extend out to 1.5 times the box length in
either direction of the median, and outliers are shown as open circles.
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Figure 8: Crystallinity plotted against the total mass fraction of oxides (corundum and per-
iclase). The red symbols distinguish the objects for which the fractional uncertainty in the
crystallinity is less than 100%.
processed into amorphous silicates.
We also investigate correlations between the physical parameters of the PG
sample and the mass fractions derived in this study. Figure 9 shows the total
mass fraction of silicates, both amorphous and crystalline, versus the absolute
B-band magnitude, the bolometric luminosity (in terms of the Eddington lu-
minosity), and the black hole mass. The same plots are also shown for the
crystallinity. Silicates dominate the dust composition for intermediate B-band
luminosities (−23 mag > MB > −25 mag), although this could also be at-
tributed to the fact that there are more quasars in this luminosity range. A
similar trend is observed with black hole mass. We do not see a clear trend of
the crystallinity with luminosity, although the sources with higher good quality
crystallinity determinations do occur at high luminosities. In general, higher
luminosities correspond to enhanced densities associated with higher accretion
rates, favoring the formation of crystalline silicates. A higher crystallinity could
also be a result of dust processing in a wind, as radiation-driven winds are more
important for luminous sources. If the dust is exposed directly to the quasar con-
tinuum for periods greater than the annealing timescale for amorphous grains
(∼100 s for 0.1 µm silicate grains at 1600 K; see Fig. 1 in Gail, 1998), it
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could favour the formation of crystalline species. The plots of crystallinity also
compare the values computed in this paper with the local ISM determination
of Kemper et al. (2004). Crystallinities higher than the Kemper et al. (2004)
limit occur over the entire range of luminosities and black hole masses. This is
the first time that such a systematic result has been obtained in the analysis of
dust around AGN.
While we have computed the crystallinity in 53 of the PG quasars, given
the large number of parameters involved, and the fact that many of the spectra
are noisy, we caution against overinterpreting any trends at this stage. It has
been shown that the shape of the silicate features is influenced by properties
such as grain size, shape and porosity (see, e.g., Fig. 9 in Dorschner et al.
1995, Fig. 2 in Min et al. 2005, and Smith et al. 2010), and radiative transfer
effects (e.g., Nikutta et al., 2009), which we have yet to explore. In subsequent
papers, we will consider absorption efficiencies for a range of grain sizes, shapes,
and mineralogies in order to refine our fits in order to take these aspects into
account. The James Webb Space Telescope’s improved sensitivity will provide
higher quality spectra of these objects in the near future, allowing for more
precise determinations of the dust composition around AGN.
6. Conclusions
We investigate the dust mineralogy of 86 quasars from the Palomar Green
Sample with 10 µm silicate emission. By simultaneously fitting the infrared con-
tinuum as well as the dust features, we derive mass fractions of various species of
amorphous and crystalline dust. After eliminating the noisiest spectra and bad
fits from the sample, we are left with 53 quasars. For these, we find that most of
the dust is in the form of alumina and amorphous silicates, with a small fraction
in crystalline silicates. The crystallinity is higher when the dust is dominated
by refractory oxides. The predominance of oxides may point to a freeze-out in
the dust condensation sequence due to inadequate densities in the dust clumps.
More than half of the quasars in our sample have crystallinities greater than
5%, well above the upper limit for the local ISM. We find sources above this
limit over the entire range of luminosities and black hole masses. This is the
first time that such a result has been obtained for a large sample of quasars.
The results are sensitive to the various model assumptions; we are comput-
ing absorption efficiencies for a range of grain sizes, shapes, and mineralogies in
order to refine these fits and take various grain properties and radiative trans-
fer effects into account. Since the crystalline silicate features are narrow, they
are somewhat less sensitive to the continuum determinations. The detection
of crystallinity in our work is therefore robust. Future studies using JWST
mid-infrared spectroscopy will potentially provide a systematic probe for the
conditions in the dust condensation zone in quasar winds.
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Figure 9: Left panels: The total mass fraction of silicates (amorphous + crystalline) plotted
versus the B-band absolute magnitude (top), the Eddington fraction (middle), and black hole
mass (bottom). Right panels: The crystallinity versus the same parameters, with the good-
quality fits (fractional uncertainty < 100%) shown in red. The horizontal dashed lines show
the upper limit to the crystallinity derived for the local ISM by Kemper et al. (2004).
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